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Dominant route 

Intro 

Finish reading 

Avert your gaze 

Remember how you came to live in a convent 

Continue reading 

Sleep and dream 

Wake up 

 

Day 1 

Relieve yourself with the shower head 

Finish showering and get dressed 

Talk to Helen 

Admit you would have done the same thing 

Helen responds 

Go back to your room 

Lose yourself in strange fantasies 

Walk to the chapel 

Detail your impure thoughts to Father Martín 

Father Martín responds 

Take the rosary 

Return to your cubicle 
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Dream 

Confront Mother Superior 

Explain how you fantasize with becoming the bearer of infinite pleasure 

Eagerly await Mother Superior’s response 

Respond impertinently 

Mother Superior ends her careful ministrations 

Wake up 

 

Day 2 

Get up and sit at your study desk 

Go to breakfast 

Good morning sisters 

Sarcastically ask for help with your task 

Go to the cubicle and make the cot 

We should teach that bitch some humility 

Get the bible from the desk and give it to her 

Sit 

Massage her feet 

Massage her harder 

Go up to her calves 

Grope her thighs 

Take it a step further without asking 

Continue the massage 
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Push Helen’s legs apart 

Obey the voices and look in the drawer 

Teach that slutty and hypocritical nun a lesson 

Thrust the strapon at her face forcefully 

Fuck this horny nun hard 

Make Sister Helen cum on your plastic member 

Fuck her harder 

Enjoy the hug and recover 

Join the nervous sisters 

Hurry to Mother Superior’s office 

Knock on the door 

Fill yourself with courage and go in 

Return to your cubicle 

Masturbate furiously 

Sleep 

 

Day 3 

Start making the bread 

Run back to the room and grab the rosary 

Go back to making the bread 

Load up your basket with bread and head to the town 

Of course, but you must pay the price / No, but I could offer you something else... (Neutral) 

Reason with them 
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Listen to the voice and put them to the test 

Reach the cellar and pretend to look for the bread 

Whip out your dick 

Pick any man you like  (Order doesn’t matter. If your Dominance score is around 20, you can 

access extra scenes for this event: facefuck him into submission for the First Man, Make him 

cum from his ass like he's always wanted for the Second One, Get facefucked by the enormous 

cock for the Third Man) 

Cum 

Finish with your bitches 

Return to the convent 

Enter the convent 

Go to the kitchen to find Sister Helen 

It's nothing, Sister Silvia 

Did you want to say anything else? The truth is I'm heading somewhere 

Greet the new sisters 

Better go sleep for a bit 

Accept eagerly 

Follow Helen 

Will she do it? 

Actively participate 

Thank Helen and Adele for their help 

What a shame 

Time to pray 

Do the same 
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Day 4 

Sit by the handsome priest 

So...? 

Why is Father Martín smiling like that? 

At that moment, I started crying 

((Important choice)) 

Okay. If that is what God wants from me, that is what I will give Him.  (Fall into Father Martín’s 

temptation) 

Is this what God does? Toy with the heart of His children? What a despicable being, I've had 

enough! I will rebel against the Tyrant! (Rebel against Father Martín) 

 

The rebel’s path [Rebelling against Father Martín can lead to the Demon Queen Ending] 

(Includes Futa)        

Look at Father Martín with determination 

Answer proudly 

Slap him / Spit him 

Run to your room 

Have a shower and think about your next course of action 

Pull the rosary off your neck 

Accept the Voice's proposition 

What's happening!? 

Accept whole-heartedly 

Go looking for Sister Silvia 

Invite her to your room 
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Time for your punishment...  

  Take advantage of your position and degrade her further: Contains watersports. 

What if I didn't keep my word...? 

Let's give that pussy what it's begging for 

Orgasm 

Open the door for Silvia 

Try to escape 

YOU'RE GONNA BE SORRY FOR WHAT YOU'RE DOING! 

I'm going to take my revenge soon or later… but I have to be patient (Make sure to pick this 

option if you want to continue the rebel’s path) 

Get dressed and cleaned 

What am I going to do now? 

Go to bed 

 

The apprentice’s path [Being his mentee can lead to the Apprentice’s path ending] 

Let him teach you the pleasures of the flesh [You need to learn about ¾ body parts to orgasm. 

Depending on your choices here, the Father can cum in one place or anther] 

What am I going to do now? 

Go to bed 
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Day 5 

From this day on, you’ll be nominated to be Mother Superior’s right hand, taking care of the 

Convent while she’s ill. You can now move freely through the convent. 

  There’s no limit on the number of days you can spend playing. 

  But before the week ends (Sunday), you must have done all your chores at the convent 

or you’ll be punished in public and you’ll lose a good amount of your power. Even if you 

have girls to do the work for you, you still have to give the order to do the chore in the 

specific location. 

  You have Energy that you’ll spend for doing various activities in the convent. For now, 

the limit is 8, since you wake up with 6 and can go to the kitchen a drink some coffee for 

an additional 2 Energy/Day. 

  You can now start accumulating Power. 

  You can now start accumulating Money. 

  There’s an inventory where you can keep stuff you find exploring around the convent, or 

objects given in some scenes. 

 

Places 

You can explore all of them and try to find objects. In some of them you’ll have chores to do, in 

others you may visit somebody or do certain things. 

 

Second floor: 

  Rooms: 

  Your room: 

  Sleep 

  Mirror: you reflection will change according to the amount of Power you 

have.  Be sure to check it out every 10 Power score accumulated. 0.9 

features full body pics for Layla. 

  Talk to the Rosary: I’ll give you some hints if you need them. Also, if 

you’re at least a Naughty Kitty Cat patron, you can access the cheat 

codes. 
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If you do Papa Slick Revenge 1 and 2, you can interact with him here in 

your room. You can talk to me and I’ll tell you how to complete your 

revenge and access Papa Slick Revenge 3. 

When taking Revenge against Father Martín, you must come here and 

listen to his story and advice. This way you’ll be able to know the 

existence of the Book of spells and how to defeat the Father. 

  Look in your closet: The first time you check your drawer, you’ll find a 

Strapon which will be added to the inventory. You can also check your 

Black list for the people you’re plotting your revenge on. Once you 

acquire the Book of spells, you’ll find it here. 

  Book of spells (+30 new images, futa content!): When reading 

the book for the 1st time, you’ll only be able to see 3 Rituals. 

You have to perform the Major Sacrifice and then the 

Summoning to fight against Father Martín. After being 

victorious, you’ll find the Epilogue for the Demon Queen 

ending. You’ll earn a nice reward for defeating Father, +20 

sisters corrupted. After all this, you’ll return to the Chapel to 

start enjoying your new life as the supreme ruler! 

Once you’ve reached this ending, you’ll be able to perform the 

other rituals on the book. The Ascension ritual has an Easter 

egg: the first time you have to be in your human form to be 

able to perform it, but if you come back later in your Demoness 

form you can submit the other futa Demon. 

  Masturbate: you can spend 1 Energy to finger yourself, and, if you have a 

variety of sex toys, you can also use those for your fun time. This is purely 

cosmetic since it has no effect on gameplay.  

 

  Silvia’s room:  

  Demand her presence: Pet play with Silvia.  The first 8 options cost 1 

Energy and give you 1 Power (From Taking her for a walk to Make her rub 

herself).  The following 5 (Make her masturbate in front of you and Fuck 

her with a strapon) cost 2 Energy and give you 3 Power). Selling her will 

grant you 2 coins, you need 40 Power to do this. 

  How to complete your revenge against Silvia? Easy. Fuck her. 

Nevertheless, she won’t count as one of your corrupted girls. 
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  Helen’s room: 

  You can knock on Helen’s door once you have min 3 Power and have 

talked to the sisters Grace and Aitana at the Chapel. She will then be 

available to visit in the Laundry and you will obtain the MASSAGE OIL.  

  If you’re taking revenge against Father Martín, after you talk to the 

Rosary about the book of spells, you may come here to find it. You can 

also spy on her. 

 

  Bathrooms: Chores and exploration. You can now take a shower. 

 

  Mother Superior’s desk: The first time you enter you’ll see Sonia’s introduction.  To 

access scene 1 you’ll need 15 Power. To access Sonia’s event 2 you need to have met 

Papa Slick at the Town, 50 Power and at least 35 gold coins. 

 

Sacred places: 

  Confessional: After talking to Naomi for the first time (Naomi’s introduction), you can go 

pick up food in the kitchen once/day and bring it to her to earn her trust.  After 4 times 

and 8 Power, she’ll make her first confession (Naomi scene 1) and you’ll win +2 Power. 

Keep bringing her food (9 times + 25 Power) you’ll access Naomi’s event 2 and she’ll 

become your slave, reduce the energy required for chores by 1 and reward you with 

+5Power. For Naomi scene 3 you need to have done scene 2 and, at least, 50 Power. 

This event will allow you to transform Naomi into a Princess or a Slut. After Papa Slick’s 

Revenge 1 and 2, if you talk to the Rosary and he tells you about the Ritual, you must 

come back here for the Ritual Aspect of Lilith where you’ll become a Futa and earn loads 

of Power to continue with your revenge in the Rebel’s path (WARNING: there’s 

disturbing images during the ritual. Viewer discretion is advised). After this, you can 

interact with Papa Slick in your room without being penalized. 

 

  Chapel: By talking to the sisters, you trigger their introduction. By returning and talking 

to them again, you can eavesdrop on them. If you have the MASSAGE OIL (talk to Helen 

in her room after one night of sleep) and 10 or more power, you can interrupt them and 
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trigger another scene (Grace and Aitana Scene 1) giving you +2 Power. After doing Event 

1, you can look through the keyhole and spy on them. If you have 1 Energy and 29 

Power, you can access Event 2: to completely corrupt the sisters, you will have to punish 

them 3 times, for two of which you will need the strapon (found in the drawer in your 

room). Once corrupted, they will reduce the energy required to do chores by 1 and 

grant you +7 Power. If you trigger Papa Slick Revenge 1, you must return here to 

celebrate “the party” where you’ll recruit girls for the brothel (some of them you 

already know them, the others are new, like Maria or Trinity. If you complete the 

Revenge against Papa Slick (which is not required for managing the brothel), you may 

recruit him also and have the possibility to transform him into a bimbo or a sweet sissy). 

After this scene, you can go to the Brothel and start managing the girls. 

 

Commons: 

  Laundry: Chores and exploration. Once you’ve talked to Helen in her room, you can visit 

her in the Laundry, punishing her (random events will fire when visiting her). When you 

visit her at least 8 times and have at least 30 demon power, you can initiate the process 

to enslave her. Once you have visited her 3 more times and have 35 power, you can 

mindbreak her, and then choose the “free her” option to make her your willing slave. 

She will now assist you in the laundry, which means you no longer have to perform that 

chore, plus you can also sell and torture her. 

 o Torturing her gives 3, 6, or 9 Power depending on the level. “Extreme” requires 

having built the dungeon and having the Vibrator, which you can get from Grace 

and Aitana’s Event 2 (Chapel). 

 o Selling her has 7 different scenes, with three possible outcomes for each: either 

0, 3, or 7 Money.  

 

  Kitchen: Here you can pick up Naomi’s food after her introduction. You can also drink 

coffee once a day to increase your current energy by 2. 

 

  Basement: Chores and exploration. 
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   You can start clearing away space for your Dungeon when you have, at least, 3 

girls corrupted and 45 Power. 

  Dungeon (+90 new images): To start building the dungeon, you must 

have cleared the space 4 times, and have 5 of each material (wood, 

chains, and rope), which you can find exploring the Main Hallway, 

Bathrooms, Rooms, and other locations. 

  To finish the dungeon, you must build it 5 times and have the materials listed, 

which can be bought at Ben’s General Store in the Town. 

  Upon finishing, you will also unlock Helen’s “Extreme” torture option. 

  This location will allow you to trigger The Apprentice’s Path Ending.  To 

access it, you need to have finished the Dungeon and have, at least, 70 Power. 

  To defeat Mother Superior you must choose: Dungeon, Helen (once 

you’ve completely broken her in the Laundry) and the Cane (letting 

Mother decide which tool to use) in this order. However, if you choose 

different tools or people, you’ll see slightly different scenes which will 

result in failure (although they’re fun). Once you complete your revenge 

against her, you’ll access the Epilogue (or Mother’s Funeral) However, 

you still can do stuff around the convent even if you finish the main story 

for this path. 

 o After finishing your revenge against Mother Superior, you can start using the East 

Wing of your Dungeon to train your girls, have fun with them, or “sell” them. If 

you decide to remodel the Dungeon, you’ll unlock the West Wing with +20 new 

interactions. 

 o Also once you’ve remodel, you can party with other nuns to win +2 Energy. 

 

Outside: 

  Garden: Once you have performed Naomi’s Scene 1 and have 20 Power, you can go 

water the plants to initiate David’s introduction. After this, you can come back to smoke 

a blunt with him, seeing 3 different scenes, for now, with each successive visit.  

 

  Town: Once you have seen Sonia’s Scene 1, you can go to the Town to try to make 

money. There you will initially have 3 options, which are unlocked by performing the 

previous one: 

 

Earning money for Sonia 
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  Sell bread: +1 Money, -1 Energy 

  Clean the City Hall's floor: +3 Money, -2 Energy 

  Panhandle: +3 Money, -1 Energy, -1 Power 

 

 

 1. Brothel: Once you have performed any one of the previous actions three times, you 

will meet Papa Slick, who will offer you a job in his brothel. After that you may turn 

tricks for Papa Slick with the following options: 

 

  Basic service (blowjob):  +2 Money, -1 Energy, -1 Power 

  Complete (fuck): +5 Money, -2 Energy, -3 Power 

  Multipack (gangbang): +10 Money, -3 Energy, -5 Power 

 

You can also offer “special services” hiding from Papa Slick. These include: 

 o Footjob: -2 Energy, -1 Power, +2 Money. 

 o Enema: -1 Energy, -2 Power, +3 Money. 

 o Rimjob: -1 Energy, -5 Power, +8 Money. 

 o Bukkake: -2 Energy, -6 Power, +12 Money. 

 o Pegging: -1 Energy, +3 Power. 

 o WaterSports: -1 Energy, -8 Power, +15 Money. 

If Papa Slick catches you, he’ll drain your Energy, take 10 gold coins from you and 

reduce your Power by 15. If you have defeated/vengeance Mother Superior and 

have +90 Power and Papa catches you offering these, you may trigger Papa Slick 

Revenge 1, which will lead you to a party in the Chapel. After the Party, you can 

come back and start managing the girls. If you have any doubt on how to do this, 

there’s a short tutorial inside the game that explains the mechanics. 

You can access Papa Slick Revenge 2 after the party and with, at least, 150 Power. In 

this sequence you’ll have to choose the correct answer from different options. 

Here’s the correct order:  

 a) Walk behind them 

 b) Reason with Papa 

 c) “A useless harlot like that should get a double punishement” 

 d) Play the fool just a little bit more 

 e) “No, I have to end him now” 

Once you get this right, Papa will be all tied up in your room. You need to speak to the rosary to 

know what to do next.  
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 - If you have decided to submit to Father Martín/do the Apprentice’s path and you have 

the Cheatcode, you may switch to play the Rebel’s path, being able to take revenge 

now. 

 - If you have decided to submit to Father Martín/ do the Apprentice’s path and you don’t 

have the Cheatcode, the Rosary will offer you to stay as you are and keep being the 

queen inside the convent, or to turn back time where you decide to submit or not, so 

you can choose not to and play the Rebel’s path, being able to re-think all your choices 

from that moment. 

 - If you’re already playing the Rebel’s path, the Rosary will ask you to do a Ritual at the 

Confessional. 

 

 2. Ben’s General Store 

 o Here you can buy the stuff to put in the dungeon, some furniture and bondage 

gear, ingredients for spells, remodel the convent and the Brothel, etc. 

 o Attempting to seduce him will cost 1 Energy and Power. You can only be 

successful once you’ve transformed and completed your revenge against Papa 

Slick. You can choose between doing a threesome, fucking the wife with or 

without him (futa), or just fucking him (futa or not) 
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Submissive Route 

 

Intro 

Finish reading 

Avert your gaze 

Remember how you came to live in a convent 

Continue reading 

Sleep and dream 

Wake up 

 

Day 1 

Fantasize in the shower 

Finish showering and get dressed 

Talk to Helen 

Respond piously 

Helen responds 

Go back to your room 

Lose track of time studying the book 

Run to the chapel 

Seek God’s forgiveness through Father Martín 

Father Martín responds 

Take the rosary 
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Return to your cubicle 

Dream 

Confront Mother Superior 

Seek salvation in Mother Superior’s righteous punishment 

Breathlessly await the response of Mother Superior 

Beg for forgiveness 

Mother Superior finishes her punishment 

Wake up 

 

Day 2 

Get up and sit at your study desk 

Go to breakfast 

Good morning sisters 

Sincerely ask for help with your task 

Go to the cubicle and make the cot 

We should help her get rid of those negative feelings 

Get the bible from the desk and give it to her 

Kneel 

Massage her feet 

Massage her harder 

Go up to her calves 

Massage her thighs softly 

Ask her if she wants to continue 
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Continue the massage 

Push Helen’s legs apart 

Obey the voices and look in the drawer 

Be the martyr that is thrust upon her darkest desires 

Offer her the strapon 

Beg to get fucked in the ass 

Get fucked like the little bitch you are 

Cum from having your ass fucked 

Enjoy the hug and recover 

Join the nervous sisters 

Hurry to Mother Superior’s office 

Listen at the door 

Run back to your cubicle 

Masturbate furiously 

Sleep 

 

Day 3 

Start making the bread 

Run back to the room and grab the rosary 

Go back to making the bread 

Load up your basket with bread and head to the town 

Yes of course, have anything you want for free if you wish! / No, but I could offer you 

something else... (Neutral) 

Offer more bread 
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Guide the men to the back of the place and look for marmalade 

Try to run 

Ask them to spare you because you can't take them in your mouth anymore 

Our Father, who is in heaven... 

Finish the ordeal 

Return to the convent 

Go to the confessionary and confess your sins 

It's nothing, Sister Silvia 

Did you want to say anything else? The truth is I'm heading somewhere 

Greet the new sisters 

Better go sleep for a bit 

Accept out of fear 

Follow her 

Will she do it? 

Just hold them 

Their display of passion made me feel strange 

Imitate Sister Adele 

What's that on the pulpit? 

Are we finished yet? Can I leave? 

Obey Helen 

 

Day 4 

Sit by the handsome priest 
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So...? 

Why is Father Martín smiling like that? 

At that moment, I started crying 

You're right, Father. No matter what, I can't question God's plan. It is my duty to accept and 

obey. /  

How much longer will I have to endure this? I don't think I will be the same person if I keep 

going down this road. 

Wait for him to act (-3 Dominance) *You’re an object for the Father to fulfill his lust+ 

 - Take off your remaining clothes and pose in the nude for Father Martín:  Voyeur, 

Titjob, Hotdogging, Facefucking,  

 - Turn your back to him and separate your asscheeks: Anal teasing, anal sex, anal 

creampie 

 - Open your legs wide to let him see your pussy: Pussy sniffing, creampie. 

Open your legs slightly to let him see your panties (-2 Dominance) *You’ll be a bit more 

proactive] 

 - I could offer you a show: Voyeur, desecration, masturbation. 

 - I could let you enjoy licking my body: Cunnilingus. 

 - We could do something naughty: Under the desk. 

Offer to free him from temptation (-1 Dominance) [You act slutty towards the Father] 

 - Ask the Father to reveal his cock: Blowjob, thighjob, feetjob. 

 

Get up and get dressed before you get discovered 

I must be going crazy... I need to get back to my room 

I should go have a shower, that might clear my mind 

Pull and try to break it off 

What the hell is this thing? 

Talk to the mysterious voice 

I'm going to get rid of you. You can't do this to me, in the name of the Lord! 
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¡Deus meus Deus meus ut quid dereliquisti me! 

Go wash the habit 

Oh, no… 

I  don't want to be alone with him… Maybe I should clean the church (Gangbang) 

Maybe I can avoid the punishment of cleaning if I go with him… (BDSM) 

Dress up and go back 

Now what must I do? 

Go to bed 

 

Day 5 

From this day on, Helen will be nominated to be Mother Superior’s right hand, taking care of 

the Convent while she’s ill. You can now move freely through the convent. 

  There’s no limit on the number of days you can spend playing. 

  But before the week ends (Sunday), you must have done all your chores or you’ll be 

punished in public and increase your Sin significantly. Even if you have friends who’ll 

help you, you still need to go to the location an give the order to do the chore. 

  You have Energy that you’ll spend for doing various activities in the convent. You wake 

up with 4, and you can earn an additional 2 if you go to the kitchen and ask for your 

special breakfast after Helen gives you permission to do so. 

  You can now start reducing your Sin. Your Sin level determines how other people 

perceive you, and will condition how they act towards you, especially when you’re 

working. 

  During narrative events, your reactions and choices will condition a “hidden” stat called 

“Purity/Corruption” axis, which will affect you more in long term. You can consult the 

Rosary in your Room to have a hint whether you’re in the path of virtue or damnation. 

The choices which affect this stat are marked with the “✧”symbol for those that 

increase your Purity, and the “♥” symbol for those that increase your corruption.  

  There’s an inventory where you can keep stuff you find exploring around the convent, or 

objects given in some scenes.  
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Places 

You can explore all of them and try to find objects. In some of them you’ll have chores to do, in 

others you may visit somebody or do certain things. 

Main Hallway: 

  Mother Superior’s Funeral: You must have witnessed her death, as well as finished 

Dalia Event C (buying the habit), Maria Event 2 and the scene with Helen and Father 

Martín in the Chapel. After the funeral, you will be confronted by Helen and Father 

Martín. If you choose the option “♥ I'm sorry... If I'm given the ability to choose, I choose 

them” this will trigger the DARK FLOCK Ending sequence. Choosing the other option will 

put you on the path to a different ending, which is currently not implemented. After 

this, you will be able to access new events with Silvia, Naomi, Grace and Aitana, and 

Dalia. 

Second floor: 

  Rooms: Exploring here after David's introduction will net you the LINGERIE. 

  Your room: 

  Sleep 

  You’ll occasionally be rudely awoken by Helen, who will attempt 

to enslave you. The strategy here is to have at least 1 Will by the 

end while accumulating as little Sin as possible. You should, in 

general, Resist Red or Orange requests, while choosing “Yes 

Mistress” for Green requests, but considering requests are 

random you might be stuck choosing “Yes Mistress” for Red 

requests, since running out of Will means a severe penalty (+70 

Sin and Energy set to 0) 

  Mirror: you reflection will change according to the amount of Sin you 

have.  Be sure to check it out every 20 Sin score reduced/gained. 

  Talk to the Rosary: He’ll give you some hints if you need them. Also, if 

you’re at least a Naughty Kitty Cat patron, you can access the cheat 

codes. 
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  Look in your drawer: The first time you check your drawer, you’ll find a 

Strapon which will be added to the inventory. You can also check your 

Purification list for the people you’re plotting to "purify". 

 

  Silvia’s room:  

  Knock at the door: Here you can engage in seven different activities to 

reduce your Sin. They have random outcomes with different images and 

Sin reductions, though they all reduce Sin, some reduce them more than 

others. 

  Look through the keyhole: Three outcomes can happen 

- You find Silvia masturbating (+5 Sin) 

- You find Silvia praying (no effect) 

- Silvia is away. This means you can explore her room. If you have done 

David's intro event you will find the CHASTITY CAGE (which you need for 

David Scene 2). 

  To trigger Silvia’s final scene for the DARK FLOCK Ending, simply “Call her” 

after triggering the ending sequence in Mother Superior’s Funeral. 

 

 

  Helen’s room: 

  You can knock on Helen’s door and beg for food once you have 

performed Maria's introduction in the Kitchen and 60 Sin or less. This will 

trigger Maria Scene 1 

  If you’ve done David’s event 1 in the Garden, you must come here to talk 

to Helen. She’ll give you permission to build a room forDalia. 

  If you’ve visited Mother Superior in her Office for the last time, you need 

to come here to give the news to Helen. 

  Look through the keyhole: Three outcomes can happen 

- You find Helen fucking Adele (+5 Sin) 

- You find Helen "praying" (actually reading porn, no effect) 

- Helen is away. This means you can enter her room and explore, finding 

the DOUBLE DILDO and the VIBRATOR if you have done Grace and 

Aitana's introduction in the Chapel. 

  Once you have witnessed Mother’s death in her office, you can announce 

it to Helen, where you’ll witness a small scene featuring her reaction to 

the news. 
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  Bathrooms: Chores and exploration. If you explore having done David's introduction you 

will find the BAG OF MAKEUP. You can also take a shower once daily to reduce Sin by 2. 

 

  Mother Superior’s desk: You can spy on Sonia through the keyhole, though the scene 

will only be available if you have seen Grace and Aitana’s Scene 1. After doing the 

Chapel scene with Helen and Father Martín, you may come visit her for the last time.  

 

Sacred places: 

  Confessional: Try to confess. This will trigger Naomi's introduction if you have 90 Sin or 

less. You can also explore, if you have done Grace and Aitana's introduction in the 

Chapel you will find the latex DILDO. Once you have done Naomi’s Introduction you can 

come back and ask her for a job if you have at least 1 Energy, triggering Naomi’s Scene 

1. After that, if you have 80 Sin or more you can work in the confessional, either giving 

strangers blowjobs or cleaning it up for some cash. To access Naomi’s scene 2 you need 

40 or less Sin. To trigger Naomi’s final scene for the DARK FLOCK Ending, simply "⦿ Pay 

a visit to Sister Naomi" after triggering the ending sequence in Mother Superior’s 

Funeral. 

 

Chapel: By praying for soul and having 90 Sin or less you will trigger Grace and Aitana's 

introduction, which will start the quest to find sex toys for them. You can check the list 

of sex toys to obtain in the inventory once you have triggered this event. Once you have 

them all *ANAL BEADS (kitchen), DOUBLE DILDO (Helen’s room), VIBRATOR (Helen’s 

room) and DILDO (basement)], and have 80 Sin or less, you can return to the Chapel and 

trigger Grand and Aitana’s Scene 1. After that, you can now return to the Chapel and 

work, either performing the Disgrace show or confessing the villagers. This second 

option will yield different results depending on your current Sin, with High Sin generally 

yielding more money and more extreme sex scenes (increasing Sin along the way), and 

Low Sin yielding less money but Sin reductions, with more vanilla sex scenes.  There’s 

also a random chance when choosing to work that you’ll find Sonia sucking someone’s 

dick. To access Scene 2 you should’ve done María’s scene 2 in the kitchen and 40 or less 

Sin. Even though the scene is in the Chapel, it’ll involve Helen and Father Martín. To 

trigger Grace and Aitana’s final scene for the DARK FLOCK Ending, simply "⦿ Visit the 

new chapel" after triggering the ending sequence in Mother Superior’s Funeral. 
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Commons: 

  Laundry: Chores and exploration. You can also find the SCHOOLGIRL OUTFIT for David if 

you explore once you have done David's introduction. 

 

  Kitchen: If you have 90 Sin or less you can ask Maria for food, which will trigger her 

introduction and allow you to go to Helen's room to ask her for food (Maria Event 1). 

After performing Maria Event 1, you can go back to the kitchen and ask her for food 

again if you have 40 Sin or less, which will trigger Maria Event 2. You can also explore 

once you have done Grace and Aitana's introduction to find the ANAL BEADS. 

 

  You can also order “special” food to be prepared once you have talked to Helen 

about Dalia (see Garden section for details) 

  After building Dalia’s room, you may come here and pick up her breakfast. 

 

  Basement: Chores and exploration. Exploring after doing Grace and Aitana's or David's 

introduction will net you the BUTTPLUG. Future updates will include Purification 

Chamber.  

  After talking to Helen in her room about Dalia, you can go to the General store to 

buy construction materials to build Dalia’s room in the basement. You’ll need at 

least 3 girls to start working on it. It’ll take 5 cleaning and building sessions to 

finish the room. 

  Dalia’s room: You have to start bringing Dalia breakfast to increase your 

friendship with her. The first day you’ll see a welcome scene. The 3rd day you’ll 

trigger event A, the 6th day you’ll trigger event B, the 9th day you’ll trigger event 

C, the 18th day you’ll trigger event D. For now, only event  A, B, and C are 

implemented. The options you’ll find in them will condition heavily your 

relationship with Dalia and her personality. Event C (buying the Habit) has three 

main options: Pure (Wait! I have the money!), Corrupt (I don’t have the money…) 

or Hypercorrupt (I think it’s time for Dalia…). The Corrupt option will also give 

you the choice on whether to sell Dalia to Ben or not, choosing yes will give you 

some money and corruption, whereas insisting until the end will show a secret 

scene where you fuck Dalia with a strapon lovingly. To witness the final Epilogue 

of the DARK FLOCK Ending and see the ascension of Dalia, bring her food 12 or 

more times and have triggered the DARK FLOCK ending sequence in Mother 

Superior’s Funeral.  
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Outside: 

  Garden: Watering the flowers with 90 or less Sin will trigger David's introduction. 

Returning to the Garden with SCHOOLGIRL OUTFIT (Laundry), MAKEUP (Bathroom), and 

LINGERIE (Rooms) and 60 Sin or less and choosing to Look for David will trigger David 

Scene 1.  

  To trigger David/Dalia’s Scene 2, you must talk to Helen about Dalia by visiting 

her in her room after participating in David’s Scene 1. You must then go back to 

the Garden and have 40 Sin or less, as well as the Chastity Cage to trigger Dalia’s 

Scene 2. You can find the Chastity Cage in Silvia’s room by exploring it when 

she’s not there having performed David’s introduction. 

 

  Town: After doing Dalia’s scene 2, you can go to the General Store to ask for the items 

you need. To be able to purchase them, Alice (Ben’s wife) will give you some chores to 

perform. You must do 1 chore per item. These will cost you money, but won’t give you 

any Sin or Corrruption. 

 

  Brothel: Once you’ve talked to Helen after the Mother Superior event, you will meet 

Papa Slick, who’ll offer you a job at the local brothel. You can choose between different 

services to offer. You earn a basic rate but also a commission depending on your 

Purity/Corruption. These are marked as: ++Corruption or ++Purity. 

 

 Basic service (blowjob):  +2 Money (++Corruption), -1 Energy, +2 Sin.  

 Complete (fuck): +5 Money (++Corruption), -2 Energy, +5 Sin. 

 Multipack (gangbang): +15 Money (++Corruption), -3 Energy, +15 Sin. 

 

You can also offer “special services” hiding from Papa Slick. These include: 

o Footjob: -2 Energy, +10 Sin, +5 Money (++Corruption). 

o Assfuck: -2 Energy, +10 Sin, +5 Money (++Corruption). 

o Rimjob: -2 Energy, +10 Sin, +5 Money (++Corruption). 

o BDSM Slave (Men): -3 Energy, +15 Sin, +8 Money (+++Corruption). 

o BDSM Slave (Women): -3 Energy, +15 Sin, +8 Money (+++Corruption). 

o Counseling the girls: -2 Energy, three possible outcomes: 

  +5 Money (++Purity), -5 Sin. 

  +1 Money (++Purity), -1 Sin. 

  +20 Money, +20 Sin. 

   


